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主持人笔记
演示文稿备注
Hello, this is Xueying Li from Beijing Normal University. Now I will briefly introduce the highlights of my poster. In this research, we quantify the effects of XXX (title).
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Scientific questions

van Lopik et al., 2020Steefel et al., 2005

physicochemical properties structural heterogeneity

I.  Effects of physicochemical properties on the transport behavior of CaCO3

II. The interplay between structural heterogeneity and reactive transport processes

主持人笔记
演示文稿备注
This study aims to study the effects of physicochemical properties on transport behavior of CaCO3 in saturated homogeneous porous media, because physicochemical properties, such as salinity, acidity and flow rate, regulate flow and reactive transport in porous media. Mineral precipitation – dissolution (PD) dynamically changes the pore-scale heterogeneity and affects the physicochemical properties, yet their interplays remain unclear. 
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Challenges

I. How to visualize pore-scale processes during experiments?
II. How to quantify the effects of structural heterogeneity?

Bultreys et al., 2022 Ferreira et al., 2022

主持人笔记
演示文稿备注
However, understanding the mechanism of structural heterogeneity is challenging, while visualizing as well as recording pore-scale processes and properties in both experiments and numerical simulations require advanced technology, such as X-ray Computed Tomography visualization, Magnetic resonance imaging etc.
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Methods: Column experiments

S1   
mmol

S2    
mmol A1 A2 Q1 

ml/min
Q2 

ml/min

C1

1.2 1.2

C2

PH=2

PH=11.2 C3

0.4 0.4
6 6 PH=5 0.6 0.6

12 12 PH=7 0.8 0.8
24 24 PH=9 1 1
60 60 PH=11 1.2 1.2

C4
-

C8
12 12 PH=6.5 PH=11.2 0.6 0.6

Column 1-3: 
medium particle size quartz sand under 
different environmental conditions;

Column 4-8: 
different setups and levels of heterogeneity.
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In the methods section, we first set up a flow cell for reactive column transport experiments. The calcium chloride and Sodium carbonate solution were injected simultaneously into the column and the precipitation-dissolution process occurred. To test the effect of physiochemical properties on solute reactive transport, we set up a series of salinity, acidity, and flow rate variation. To test the effect of heterogeneity on the precipitation – dissolution process, we designed column 4 to 8 as demonstrated in the figure on the right hand side. 
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Methods: HYDRUS – PHREEQC simulations

𝐶𝐶 ℎ 𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
− ∇ � 𝐾𝐾 ℎ ∇ℎ − 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
= 0 (1)

𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ 𝑢𝑢 � 𝛻𝛻𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 = 𝐷𝐷𝛻𝛻2𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 + 𝑅𝑅 (2)

𝑅𝑅 = 𝑘𝑘𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶2𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶3 (3)

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2+ + 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶32− → 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶3 (4)

Governing equations Simulation processes

 Richards equation:

 Convection – diffusion equation:

 Reaction:

inlet

outlet

Na2CO3 aq CaCl2 aq

effluent

quartz 
sand

Basic information

Water flow

Solute transport

Boundary condition

Initial condition

主持人笔记
演示文稿备注
To reexamine the experimental results, we applied HYDRUS-PHREEQC model for 1 dimensional simulation in our research. The governing equations include the Richards equation, the convection – diffusion equation, and the equilibrium reaction of calcite precipitation – dissolution. The figure on the right hand side shows the steps of HP1 simulations.
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Methods: XCT visualization and post-processing

XCT image processing Morphological calculation

Euler number convexity

Blunt et al., 2017; Legland & Carreras, 2018

pore volume surface area

主持人笔记
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In order to capture the structural change and transport processes in sand columns before and after column experiments, XCT technique was utilized with micron resolution. Then we calculated morphological parameters via the ImageJ software, such as the minkowski functionals, including pore volume, the surface area, the euler number, and the convexity.
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Results: Transport behavior under different physicochemical conditions

C1: the effects of salinity

C2: the effects of acidity

C3: the effects of flow rate

Salinity increase  precipitation enrichment 
weak Ca2+ breakthroughs

Acidity increase  precipitation shrink 
strong Ca2+ breakthroughs

Flow rate  increase  precipitation shrink 
strong Ca2+ breakthroughs

主持人笔记
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We then received some results from our column experiments and morphological calculation. For the transport behavior under different physicochemical conditions, we drew the breakthrough curves of calcite precipitation dissolution process under salinity, acidity, and flow rate variation, respectively. Results demonstrated that salinity increase would finally cause weak calcite ion breakthrough, while the increase of acidity and flow rate would cause strong ion breakthrough and inhibit precipitation process. The HP1 simulation results agree with the column experimental results, providing essential parameter information that is almost impossible to obtain in lab experiments.
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Results: Effects of structural heterogeneity

Breakthrough curves of C4 3D visualization of C4

 Low porosity promotes precipitation; while precipitation decrease pore connectivity.
 The increase of particle size leads to early breakthrough and higher peak concentration.

主持人笔记
演示文稿备注
When observing the effects of structural heterogeneity, precipitates narrow or even block pore throat, and thus decrease pore connectivity. In general, low porosity helps promote precipitation, while precipitation decrease pore connectivity on the other hand. The increase of particle size leads to early breakthrough and higher peak concentration which is caused by preferential flow.
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Breakthrough curves of C5~8 3D visualization of C5~8

Results: Effects of structural heterogeneity

 Vertical layering causes more CaCO3 precipitation accumulated in the columns. 

主持人笔记
演示文稿备注
For column 5 to 8, the vertically packed column received lowest breakthrough peak, followed by column 7, 6, and 8, respectively. Therefore, vertical layering promote precipitation process of calcite ion, and cause calcite carbonate accumulated in porous media. 
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Sliced images and histograms

coarse

medium

fine

Surface area Circularity Euler number Convexity 

A: sand, B: pore, and C: carbonate

Results: Downscaling from XCT perspective

 Significant decrease of pore connectivity and 
increased level of heterogeneity on grain surface 
after the PD process.

 CaCO3 is often precipitated in narrower 
pores and accumulated first on concave 
surface. 

主持人笔记
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When it comes to the downscaling from XCT perspective, we could observe from the sliced images on the left hand side that there was a great difference of the gray scale curve before and after column transport. Carbonate precipitation preferred stay at narrower pores and accumulated first on concave surface. For the figure demonstrated on the right hand side, we concluded that the solid surface area, circularity and convexity of the solid part decreased after precipitation-dissolution process, while the euler number decreased significantly, indicating a great decrease of pore connectivity and more complex shape of the grain surface.
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Conclusion

I. The traditional breakthrough curves were able to demonstrate the 
macroscopic behavior of reactive transport and reveal the effect of 
physiochemical properties on precipitation – dissolution process. 

II. XCT visualization and morphological calculation provide microscopic 
information that help explain the macroscopic transport phenomenon 
in heterogeneous porous media under various conditions. 

III. High-quality data from XCT images could serve as an input for 
further pore-scale modelling and simulations.

主持人笔记
演示文稿备注
Finally, what we contributed in this research project can be concluded into three points. First, the traditional breakthrough curves were able to demonstrate the macro behavior of reactive transport and reveal the effect of physiochemical properties on PD process. Second, our study of XCT visualization and morphological calculation provides a thorough and reasonable image process and analysis framework, which could finally help explain the mechanism of macro phenomenon in soil and porous aquifers. Last but not least, the experiment data from XCT images could serve as input data for further pore scale modelling and simulations.
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Thanks for listening!
Xueying Li, Xiaofan Yang*
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That’s all for my presentation, thanks for your listening. 
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